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THE DZTERMINAT!ON GF PLUTONIUM ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION BY
GAMMA-RAY SPECTROSCOPY

by

T. E. Sampson, S.-T. Hsue, J. L. Parker,
S. S. Johrson, and D. F. Bowersox

ABSTRACT

We discuss the genera! approach, computerized
results of measurements

datii analysis methods, arid

used to determine the isotopic composition of

plutonium by garrrna-rayspect.rc)scop,ytThe simple technique~ are design[!clto be
applicable to samples of arbitrary s Ze, geometry, age, chemical, and isotopic
composition.

The combination of the qanrna spectroscopic medsurernent 9f

isotopic composition coupled with ca orimetric measurement of total sample
p~ti~r is shmn

to qivn a tntally nor,destruct.ivcdet.~rnlinatinnof sample

piutcnium r,lass
with a precision of 0.6” for 1000-g samples of PU02 with 12’”
240
Pu cnnt~nt. The precision of i~(,topicmeasuremcllt.sdepends upon many
factors, including sample size, sample geometry, and isotopic content.
2311P(,
, 1 to IL)!; i’~~p”, ~.1 to (3.5’”;
Typical ranges are found to bc
740
74 I
Pu, ? to 5’”;
Pu, 0..1 to (1.7”’”;
747 PU (rletcrmind I)y isotopic corrf?lCILion);

f).7 to
and 2’1’AJrl,

1o’”.

-----
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efficiency corrections determined

From the spectrum under study.1

These

techniques, using gamma rays in the 120 to 420-keV range, have received wide
2,3
acceptance and have been put into routine use at several laboratories.
Results from an interlaboratory comparison have been published.4

Different

laboratories generally use the same techniques with the main difference being
the methcds used for determining photopeak areas.
A somewhat different approach has been used by Gunnink5 who fits th~
complex l@O-keV region with response functions of each isotope.

This method

has been used very successfully for dilute solutions, where attenuation
corrections are small.
Gunnink and coworkers,

6,7

and Cowder et al.,e have used gamma rays in

the 60-keV region for isotopic analysis on freshly separated solutions in the
100 10 300-g/l range.

Use of gamma rays in the

60-keV region has a’so been

discuzsed by Umezawa Et al.g
Techniques similar to those of Ref. 1 have been described by Dragnev and
10-12
13
co.-workels,
and Reilly et al.
The work report.eclhere will enable routine application of’ this method for
verification of plutonium

isotopic composition and for determination of

plutonium isotopic composition, which is necessdry for proper interpretation
of total plutonium measurements

obtained by cJJlorimetry or neutron coincidence

counting.
The procedures to !)e d(~scrihnl rpquire no peak fittinq thus minimizil Y
ccxnputer core and speed requirements.

Little training

ml to he routinply IIsed !)y t~chnicians.

is needed for the meth-

Th~ nw+thod r[’presmts a simpl(?, anol

perhaps tb- most versatile, single detector appro~ch to plutonium lsotop Cs .

[1.

mwKAl

mwmw

The philosophy th~i.has qnvernd

thit approach

is ont’of simplif.it.y. Tt](!

approach uses the simplest data acquisition and analysis techniqum
has thv wiriest applicability

anclyet

t.f)arbitrary samplr configurations.

ThP atom ratio of isotopes 1 and 7 is determirlcd from a gannna-ray spectrum
by malls Of

-7.’

where

N = number of atoms of the indicated isotope

c = photopeak counts from selected gamma ray frcnn the indicated isotope
= half-life of the indicted isotope
‘1/2
B = branching ratio of the selected gamma ray from the ind+;ated isotope
RE = relative efficiency

at the selected gamma-}aay energy, including

geometry, sample self-absorption,

attenl’ation, and detector

efficiency.

The isotupic ratios are measured Iusing qamna rays in the 120 to 42C1-keV
14,15
range. Half-l ivss and branching ratios are taken from the “literature.
The relative efficiency

is determined from the .,pectrum under study b.y

determining the quotient of the photopeak counts and the branching ratio for a
series of gamma rays from one of the isotopes in the sample. 239PU,
241
741P,, 737,, ~am,a ~ays
Pu, and
.
art?used in this method with the
241
pll a~fi 241PU_~37 11 relative efficiency points being normalized to
thuse from 239PU.
Photopeak areas are determined by region of interest (RO[) iummation.

16

Backqrnund regions are selected shove and below ~ach photop~,~k. A linear
background

is interpolated under the photopt?ak from the centroirts of the

background r~’qir)ns. 13ackground reqiont tirecarefully s(~lrctl~dto avoid neiqtl741
hnrinq peak interferenc~s, particularly frcm
Am which can vdry greatly
from sampl(~ t.oswuple.
Digital !Iain and 7(’ro st.ahilizat.iorr
is

il~(”l

in t.hv data ,~cqui’iit,ir)n
Elec-

This is important to Pnsure t.hdt the peaks don’t. wander out of their
?.Ill
for zero
pu ae~~ USIXI
assignvd R())s. The 179.3-keV arid413.7-k,’V ptoh’ Gf
tronics.

and qain stallilizat.lnn.
The Rfll sunwmt.ir)nnwlhort puts qrtvf wuptl[asis(’I:qood detpcl,r)rr(’solhli(~rl
In order to hc al]le to resolvp t.hcpeaks of interest from close-lylng ncigllbor -.

A Iliql]-r{’solllf,ioll
(-!io(l
eV ,lt.Ii’?kt~V) plan~r dt’tector-Is US(!(Ifor

thcsr mrasurwmnt.%.

Th[! techniques dis(ussd

hwe

are applicable

to a vwy

wide range of sample types.

Sample size is only limited by count-rate

counting time considerations

and can range from -0.1 g to as large as critic-

ality considerations

We attempt to keep count rates at about 10 kHz as

allw.

and

a compromise between optimal data collection rates ind best resoluticm.
Counting tim~s are influenced by t!lestatistical precision desired and the
Simple verifications of, say,
ultimate application of the isotopic results.
the 239nl,,241P(Ir~t.io may take only a feh’t’tIinUteS.
Applications that
requ!ro

,7U and/or

240

Pd isotopics generally require at least several

hours.
Filters are used to reduce the count rate from

241

Am at 59.5 keV and the

100-keV x-ray and gamma-ray complex in order to remove any pile-up peaks from
the 150- to 165-keV region.
A requirenwnt for this method is th~t the isotopic ctistribution uf all
plutonium in the samp?e must be homogeneous.
nonhomogeneous

The sample itself may contain a

plutonium distrihl!tion, hut all plutonium should hav? the same

isotopic composition.
The methods utilized apply to both freshly separated

(no 24’PU-237U

equilibrium) and aged (>45 days fronl IJ separation) plutonium.

111.

ANALYSIS METtlO[)

R~lative ~fficiency values are calculated from the peat arealbranching
ratio for 239Pu linrs at.179.3, 143.4 + 144.?, 171.3, 179.2, 1[]9.3, 195.7,
203.5, 255.4, 29?.5, 345.0, 375.0, and 413.7 keV.

All rel]tive efficiencies

ar[~normal iT~c!to ~ value of 1.0 at 413.7 keV.
739
Next, t.hr
Pu rt’lal.ivecfficienc.y vdlues flt345.0 and 37!i.O keV art’
linearly extrapolated

to give values at 332.4 and 335.4 keV. The peak com741p(Jplexw+ at 33? and 335 keV contain ccmtrihutlons from
%.
241Am,
an(, 739 P,, Th(, ?3q
.
Pu c.omponrmt is subtracted from both compluxrs ll~ing
th~ 345.O-krV 739Pu lirlc’.T h’ r(’maining prnk ar~~s at 33? and :’,15krV
741
PU-23711 ,~nd241Am. Asswninq 241 Pi,contd in contr ihution~ from
237
arp II\pIlt,n
U ~quilihrillm, tht~ two p~irk arvas dnd two isot.op{c ~inknrrwrrs
This 741AJn/74]PU ratio i,,
74%J’41 Pu ratio.l
?37
741
llp[~aks at.Ififi.fi,
?01!.(),~~fi].~i,
332.4,
Puu%mi t.o rnrrmt of.hcr
741
hn content.] Thp samP prcjcedurt’
335.4, 36[1.6, and 370.Y k[’V for thrirsolve

for

thr

samples, although in that case the ratio solved
241
The
for is proportional to 241 Am/237U.
m correction formalism
also applies to nonequilibrium

r~ains

unchanged,

The 239Pu relative efficiency points at 129.3, !43.4 +

144.2, 171.3, and 203.5 keV are fit to a quadratic to determine the relative
241pu,
efficiency at 208 keV. Relative efficiency points at 148.6 keV from
and 164.6, 208.0, 267.5, and 332.4 from 24’PU-237 U are normalized to the
239
Pu lines by using a weighted average of
values determined from
normalization

factors at 332.4 and 208.0 keV.

The resulting relative effi-

ciency curves for two sample sizes and a 200 m?
shcm

x 10 m

planar detector are

in Fig. 1,
In keeping with our qoai of simplicity, we uo not attempt to fit the en-

tire relative efficiency curve.

Interpolation and extrapolation

over liniited

ranges fire scd to calculate the needed relative efficiency values.
For samples with 24’PU-237 U equilibrium, we calculate needed relaiive
efficiencies

as follows.

and 161.5 keV (73gpu)

ar-c

Efflclencies at

152.7 (238PU ),

160.3

(240h) ,

determined by linear interpolation between 148.6

The efficiency at 169.6 keV (241Am) is set equal to that at
241
Am at 125.3 kW ir determined hmy linear extraThe efficiency for

and 164.6 keV.
171.3.

polation from 1411.6 and 129.3 keV.
Thv isotopic rat.ins for equillllrium (aqed) ~amplwi are calculated
10WS.

lIIC 23[hU/70]PII ratio is cctlculated from

clean

as fo!-

sinqlil llIle5 at

(73fiPu) and 1411.6 keV (241i’u).
23~l,u,?41
Pu ratio:
first, from the
Two valu~s art?calculated for the
?37
IJ) Iincs and second, frcim th(}
34!).()-keV(23gpu) and 337.4-keV (7~$),,_
15?.7 kW

?03.!i-kcV (2;1(]PII)
and 7017.O-KCV (74’PLJ-237U) lines. The fin?l value for
t.,,,,
?3Q
lW7d1 PIIrnt.in is dot~rwinr[l frcm a wcightrd ,lvcraq(’of thu two

-!)–

The 24%M/23g Pu ratio is calculated two ways.

The first uses the

125.3-keV 241Am line and the 129.3-keV 239Pu line with 239Pu interferences at 124.5 and 125.2 keV being stripped using the 129.3-keV 239Pu line.
The second ratio uses the clean single
keV (239PU ).

The latter ratio

of about 1000 mm
..

because the

125-keV/129-keV ratio can give
ppm americiun concentrations.

lines at169.5

keV (241Am) and 171.3

is not useful below 241AM concentrations

169.5-keV 241Amline

The

is notvislble.

241Ami239

Pu ratios down to a few hundred
241 *m,239
Pu ratio is calculated
The final

from a weighted average of the two ratios.
For freshly separated samples (no 24’PU-237 U equilibrium)

all isotopic

ratios are calculated with respect to the 148.6-keV 241Pu line.

The

relative efficiency at 148.6 keV is found from a quadratic fit to the
efficiency points at 129.3, 143.4 + 144.2, 164.6, 171.3, 203.5, and
208.OkeV.
The 23RPu line at 152.7, the 239Pu line at 129.3, and the
240
Pu line at 160.3 keV are used for the three isotopic ratios. The
241
corrwtion for the 160.O-keV
Pu line is made from the 14R.6-keV line.
241
Comparing the relative efficie,lcy at 148 keV
Am is determined as before.
determitled In this fazhion with that found by assuming that the plutonium is
241PIJ-237
U equilibrium.
aged enables one to determine if the sample is in
All ratios contain me

or more adjustable constant;

(depending on the

aigebraic form), which are adjusted using measurements with kno~n standards.
These adjustable con~tants correct for several effects,
One effect is pos4
sihle errors in the branching ratios.
Other effects chn arise from systematic

errors introduced by the specific peak-area analysis ar.dthe relativr

efficiency interpolations and extrapolations
a f-

usd.

“ryplcally, adjustments

are

per cent.
The ratios of 238Pu. “39Pu, dnd 24aPu to 24]Pu are converted

weight fr~ctions of those isotopes.

to

The 2’12Pu fraction is determined by

The plut.onillmisotopic weight fractions nrr
247
241
Pu ~alue. The
M content is
the

isotopic corr~?lation techniques.
then recanputed

incorporating

cunputed fran thr measured 741Am/ 73gPu ratio and the final 73gpu weight
fraction.

Statistical Freclsion estimates are propagated from th~ estimates

for the individual isotopic ratios.

-t3-

CALIBRATION

IV.

T},e basic expression for isotopic ratios from gamma spectroscopy
produces results using published fundamental constants
be used without ~ecourse to standards.
bration constants

(Eq. 1)

that, in principle, can

Me have incorporated adjustable

cali-

into these ratios to adjust for branching ratio errors and

biases in peak-area and relative eff~clency algorithms.

By calibration

we

mean the adjustment of these conztants to give the best agreement with measurements on “known standards.”
Obtaining knowil standards is more difficult than it may seem.

There are

problems with even the National Bureau of Standards reference rnaterial.4
241
The determination of
Am concentrations in many of the samples available
241
to us is not as precise as desired. We find that the best
Am values, for
241
our purposes, are obtained by allowing the
Am to grow into a high 241PU
241
content sample and calculating the
Am knwing the half-lives and chemical
separation date.
The constants are adjusted by comparing the measured
termined from repeated high-precision,

long runs with those ratios determined

from the best appropriate ck,emical techniques.
shown in Fig. 2.

isotopic ratios de-

Such calibration results are

Here a wide rimge of sample sizes and types were counted

ranging from several hun(lred grams to 0.?5 g.

The

?40

Pu content. ranged from

6 to 18!’. The best values for the calibration constants were used to
rec~mpute th~ isotopics.
the ciilihr~t.ionconstants,
mean val’x

It is the recomputed

isotopics, after adjustment of

Lhct are displayed in Fig. 2.

The fact that th~

are not 1.0 illustrates the difficulty

in making these adjustments
?40
for such a wide range of isotopics, especially for
Pu which has three
terms in its 240Pu/ ?4]Pu-ratio
Over a wide ranqe of smple

expression.
sizes, configurations,

tion, the isotopics measured hy gamma-ray spectroscopy
bias.

and isotopic composishow essentially no

Pocr alpha spectrometer determinations of 2’~flPumdy contribute

relativt’l,vpoor precisior~ obscrvwj in Fig. 7 for that isotope.
this contribution

v.

to the

The extent of

is not known.

P[.llTONllJM
MASS MrASUl{EMl;NTSWITII ~Al,ORIMl”TRY~\Nl)GAMMO-RAY SPECTROSCOPY
Thr isotoplcs calil)r~t.ionthat produced the results

in Fig. 2 was USWI with

q,lnmla-rn,y
spectroscopy rll(~,~sllr”(’llr~lt.s
~f thirl.rerlloOO-q sampl!?s of fast FIUX

-7-

Test Facility (FFTF) PU02 and me
samples were also measured

500-g sample of low burn up metal.

in a calorimeter.

All

The plutonium isotopic

composition determin~d f’rom the gamma-ray measurement was used to determine
the sample’s specific power in W/g plutonium, w~ich was combined with the
calorimeter measurement of sample power in watt~ to give the sample mass in
grams of plutonium.

14

The results for the plutonium mass are compared with

the accepted values determined by destructive chemical analysis for g
plutonium/g sample, igniticn for moisture content, weighing, and mass
spectrometry for isotopic composition.
This combination technique is not ,:ew, having been in use at Mound Labor18
atory
and Rockwell-tianford3 for some time. This is, however, the first
amlication
,.

of this ~owerful combination of NDA techniques at Los Alamos.
“238
Pu, 86.6%
The PU02 had nominal isotopic compositi~n of 0.06%

239Pu, 11.8% 240Pu, 1.3% 241Pu, 0.2% 242PLI, and 600 ppm 241PmI. The
lnw burnup metal’s isotopic as determi~cd by mass spectrometry was 0.047
239
238
Pu, 93.8%
Pu, 5.9% 240Pu, 0.27% 241Pu, 0.03% 242Pu, and 360
ppm americum (radiochemically measured).

In Table I the 4-h gamma-ray isotopic measurements

are presented as ratios

Agreement is seen to be excellent for the
238U
238PU
. Here,
major plutonium isotopes with the exception of
to the mass spectrometry values.

contamination

is always a problem for mass spectrometry and can produce large

errors at these relatively

lW

concentrations

(0.05 to 0.077).

The gamma

spectroscopy results are rore reliable than mass spectrometry measurements
242
238
Pu in general. The bias in the
Pu results arises from the isotopic
correlation technique used.

Over a narrow burnup range the bias mdy be

Substantially reduced by choosing a different correlation.
bias is riot significant
contributes negligibly
The relatively

of

In any case, this

for total plutonium determination because 242PU
to the plutonium specific power.

large bias and standard deviation for

241

Am is caused by

the poor statistical precision of the giuninaspectroscopy measurement

at these

lower americium levels (300 to 700 ppm) and the imprecision of the radioanalyt.ical techniques used to determine the “standard” values.

For these low

americium content samples, the americium contributes only a minor portion (1
to 7%) of th~ sampl? power.

The ganwna-ray measurement

higher americium concentrations,

precision improves for

which can contribute significantly

samplp power.

-8-

to the

The gamma-spectrometer
measurenmt

isotopics were used to interpret a calorimetry

on each sample.

The calorimetry-garmna spectroscopy

with chemical analysis is shown graphically
of

in Fig. 3.

0.6% for the plutonium mass determination

tains a contribution

comparison

The observed precision

comparison

from the precision of the weighing

in Fig. 3 also conmd

destructive

chem-

ical analysis techniques used to determine the “accepted” chemical analysis
18
values.
Experience indicates that this contribution may be 0.1 to 0.2%.

In Table ]1 we sunrnarize some of the precision
measurements

of three different sample types.

oxide surmnarize the measurements

already

that have been observed on

The first entries for FFTF

discussed.

The other two entries

(reactor-grade oxide and ;ow-burnup oxide) summarize the restilts of repeated
measurements

of the specific power from gamma-ray isotopics.

These two sam-

ples did not have enough saniple mass (a few grams) or a precise eriough
plutonium mass value to enable them to be measured in our calori~ter.
samples than these would give

Larger

pdorer precision kecause of the increased effect

of the Compton continuum in the 100 to 200-keV region arising from the 300 to
400-keV plutonium

gamma rays.

The Table II entries illustrate i~ow the precisiot; of the specific power
~m- low
of the isotopic composition.
~fln
~mericium $amples the uncertainty in i.lie ‘P:: isotopic dominates the
240
predicted ptecision.
4s the americilm content increases, the
Pu power

can vary, especially as a functim

contribution

hecoms

less important and results

in inlproved overall precision.

VI. APPLICATION TO URANIUM-PLUTONIUM MIXED OXIDES AND MATERIALS WITH FISSION
PRODUCT CONTENT

We have made measurenwnts on uranium-plutonium

mixed oxides to determine

if the 235U gcmnna rays at “163.4, 79?.”1, and ?05.3 kcV interfere with ttle
241
240~(,,241
Pu ratio
Pu measurement at 160.?/164.6 keV and the 2~9Pu/
measured at ?03.5/ 208.0 keV.

With proper selection of regions of interest

740 PU,241PU an(,

one can Derform unbiased measurements of the
239
‘
PIJ/241PU ratios on mixed oxides up to 7351)/plutonium ratios of 0.3
for the 23gPu/74’ Pu ratio and 3.0 for the 240Pu/741Pu ratio.

For

comparison we note that mixed cxicies with natur~l uran+llm:plutonium ratin~ of

-9-

3 or 4 to 1 (typical of US fast breeder reactor fuel) will give a
235
U/plutonium ratio in the range of C.02 to 0.03, well within the range of
this technique.
Additional measurements have been made on plutonium samples plus added
137
Cs to mockup fission product ac+.ivity. The measurement of plutonium
isotopic ratios in the ?00 to 200-keV regicm suffers frcm the increased
Compton continuum arising from 600 to 800-keV fission-product

ganma rays.

The

degradation

is enough to make 238Pu/241Pu and 240Pu/241Pu measurements
240
Pu) not meaningful above fission product
on low burnup plutonium (-G%
concentrations of abcut 10 ~Ci/g Pu.

measurements

For higher burnup plutonium these

can to”lerate fission product concentrations

-1o-

of around 20 ~Ci/g Pu.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig, 1

Typical relative efficienc; curves for two sample sizes using a
?OO-nm12 x 10-nnn deep planar detector.
Solid cir les are
Triangles are points from 24 fPu and
9!i;;:2!5:
239PU”

Fig. ?

Comparison of measured plutonium

Fig. 3

Total plutonium determination by combination of calo~imetry and
ganm spectroscopy compared to conventional chemistry techniques. Error bars are predicted uncertainties arising from
gamma-ray isotopic determination.

-1.1-

isotopic with mass spectrometry.
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ISOTOPIC BY GAPW4A-RAY SPECTROSCOPY
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TABLE 11
PRECiSION OF DETERMINATION OF SPECIFIC POWER
USING GAMMA-RAY SPECTROSCOPY
23Rpu
—

FFTF Oxide (Low Am)
Typical Isotopic (wt”)
Typical Isotopic Precision
4-h Mess’Jrerwnt (Y)
Per cent Total Power

0.061
3.5

239pu
—-

240pu
—

241pu
—

242pu
.—

~
—

86.5F!

11.79

1.35

0.?0

595 pprrl

?.ft

0.57

0.38

11./

56.3

?8.2

6.3

1.5

0%

2.3

SD~cific Power : 0.00?9q W/g Pu
Observed Precision of ~pec!fic Power: Thirteen 4-h Measurmwnts
——.

Reactor-Grade

———— ,——— . -— ..

= 0.6””’

——..

Oxide (HiqllAM)

Typical Isotopic (wt:’)
Typical Isotopic Precision
7.4-h Measurenwt
(!:)
Per cent Total Power
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flilolo 17.36

7.77

0.53

~.7[)
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28.3

1.70
14.6
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1.6

0:61

?3.6

16 000ppm
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Specific Power . 0.00577 W/g PU
Observed Precision of Specific Power: Nine 7.4--h Measurements
.——

..— .—-. ..———-—

--——————

———--- .— -— ——

.—.

= 0.15’”
. -.

low-Rurnup oxid~ (low Am)
r).o14
Typiral Isotopic (wt”)
Typical Isotopic Precisiorl
5.()
5.9-h Mc,lsurmnrnt (’:)
Pw Cmt Tr)tdlPower”
3.3
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